
Working for a Better Tomorrow

for Over 140 Years



Who we are:WhoWe Are:

What We Do:

Cambridge Aid (formerly Cambridge Central Aid Society) is a

registered charity and a point of last resort for those in desperate need

within Cambridge and its surrounding villages.

It may surprise you to know that for such a wealthy city, we have an

extraordinarily large pool of people who need our help.

We provide short-term emergency financial relief of up to £200 for

applicants referred to us from third-party agencies including Citizens

Advice, Children and Family Centres, Social Services, and charities for

the homeless or disadvantaged.

Requests are typically for urgent unfulfilled needs such as food,

clothes and shoes, replacement documents, beds, furniture, and white

goods. Financial aid is given via sponsoring organisations to ensure

that it is used appropriately.

We are all volunteers and our expenses are tiny. Historically, 99% of

what we receive goes directly to those who need assistance.



Mental Health Difficulties

Around 50% of grant recipients

experience some form of mental

health difficulties.
50%

Domestic Abuse

20% of aid recipients have

experienced domestic abuse.
20%

Children's Shoes and Clothing

Around 5% of aid provided goes to

children who desperately need

clothes and shoes.
5%

100k

Aid We Provide

We provide approximately £100,000 a

year in emergency financial relief.

We aim to provide a grant within a fortnight and the sponsoring

organisations we work with value our speed and flexibility.

WhoWe Help:



Abused by his family as a child, he was taken into care and
is socially isolated as an adult.
He lives alone in a social housing flat with no flooring or
furniture and relies on benefits to survive.

We gave Gary's sponsor, Cambridge Housing Society, a
cheque for £125 for Cambridge Re-Use who supply good
recycled furniture.

We rely on our income from donations. We have no
property income and little investment income.

Supporters include businesses, charities, and
individuals. All are generous, but demand for our
services increases annually, far ahead of inflation.

*Names of all case study applicants have been changed. Photos are for illustrative purposes only.

Gary* is 27 and autistic.

Case Study 1:



She experienced domestic violence from her children's
father and now lives on benefits.
The children witnessed his behaviour and are severely
traumatised. After burning all her clothes and destroying
furniture and white goods, he is now in prison.

We gave Cherry's sponsor a cheque to hire a skip,
allowing her to clear the ruined furniture so that she could
move forward.

Through our aid, we empower individuals, help
them to retain their dignity, and remind them that
their community cares about them.

Around half our aid is for the benefit of children and
many recipients are single parents.

Cherry is a single mother with two children.

Case Study 2:



Judy lives on benefits and before leaving, her partner
ripped the door off their fridge-freezer, damaging it
irreparably.

We gave Judy's sponsor, Homestart, a Curry's voucher for
a new fridge-freezer, so that she could once again store
her children's food safely.

Every request given to Cambridge Aid is carefully
scrutinised by our Trustees, without passing
personal judgement.

Most requests receive positive responses and we
make many suggestions for other sources of help.

Judy is a single mother with 3 children, one of
whom has Down's Syndrome.

Case Study 3:



His youngest child is 9 months old. Mike has severe
mental health problems and cannot work.
The family was recently rehoused permanently and all
were sleeping on one sofa and the floor.

Mike was sponsored by Citizens Advice and we gave them
a £150 Tesco voucher for Mike to buy essential clothes
and shoes for his children.

Ideally, what we need is a predictable, guaranteed
income to ensure that we can help local people in
financial crisis in the years to come.

We need your regular weekly, monthly, or annual
support, with a commitment to maintain it.

Mike is 30, lives in a Cambridgeshire village
and is a single father to 3 children.

Case Study 4:



Contact us
CambridgeAid

66 Devonshire Road, Cambridge CB1 2BLwww.cambridgeaid.org

secretary@cambridgeaid.org

Charity Registration No. 204327

"Cambridge is theUK'smost unequal city."*

*Cities Outlook 2018 Report

Make a donation today to
support the most vulnerable
people in our community.

To make a text donation of any amount up to £20, please
text CAMBRIDGEAID followed by the donation amount (e.g.
CAMBRIDGEAID20) to 70085

To make a quick text donation of £5, text CAMBRIDGEAID to
70085

Donating is easy:

To make a one-off or regular
donation, visit our website at
www.cambridgeaid.org


